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Imagine a world where New York Times best-selling author, comedian, actor, television, and
podcast host Adam Carolla is the President of the United States. Can't do it? You don't have to!
Adam has done it for you! Podcast king Adam Carolla first shared his unique, but always funny
world view in his New York Times best seller, In Fifty Years We'll All Be Chicks - but he's not done.
In President Me, Carolla shares his vision for a different, better America free from big issues like big
government down to small problems like hotel alarm clock placement. Running on an
anti-narcissism platform, President Carolla calls for a return to the values of an earlier time when
stew and casserole were on every dinner table and there were no "service dogs" on airplanes.
President Me hits right at the heart of what makes our country really annoying, and offers a plan to
make all of our lives, but mostly Adam's, much better.
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This is everything you've come to love and expect from Adam Carolla. I got the audiobook at
3:00am and listened to it straight through. It's fantastic -- witty, cynical, thoughtful -- a hilarious and
irreverent look at our society, brilliant and caustic insights into where we've gone astray, and this
comedian's clever and facetious ideas on how to fix it. It's not so nearly as political as you might
think (or even as the introduction might suggest). It's simply a wonderfully amusing and humorous
book for everyone. HIGHLY recommended.

I got this book in the Audible audiobook format. Corolla delivers an excellent performance (always

love when authors narrate their own books). This book is a nice length (6 hours) and feels like a
lengthly one of Corolla's podcasts. He reads the book, gets passionate about the topic, and starts
ranting a bit outside of the actual text. Always entertaining.Since Corolla is reading his own book, he
gets to add in whatever he wants as he's reading. He'll laugh, sigh, yell, and add emotion to what
he's reading.Corolla gets a little preachy and off topic in some chapters, but overall he delivers an
excellent performance and makes me wish he'd actually run for president.'In fifty years we'll all be
chicks' is still his best book, but this one is the second best in my opinion.

Adam is great. I Have been to multiple live shows, listen to his podcasts religiously and love
Mangria . that's why i felt a little let down. the book is entertaining but.. It really is just a recap of all
his rants on his podcasts. His first two books were fantastic. They were fresh, insightful and
hilarious. If you have listened to his podcasts for the past year, you've already read this book..

I didn't think i would like this book, but I got my first laugh out loud moment 5 minutes into it, then I
was hooked. His humor is often coarse, but many of his observations ring true in my mind. I also
liked the way the book was organized. I am pleased that I bought the book.

Any fan of Thomas Paine, Andrew Carnegie, or Deacon Jones will appreciate this straight talk from
wildly popular podcaster Adam Carolla. His no nonsense approach pulls no punches and provides
plenty of laughs.

Surprisingly well written, and very funny. The theme is that hard work pays off and that the country
is going down the toilet because we reward ourselves just for breathing rather than excelling.

Adam at the top of his game again. The pirate ship is stronger than ever. The nice thing is we're all
invited aboard

The book is largely a compilation of expanded rants from Adam's podcast. The original material is
very funny, and Carolla fans will love this. At the same time, Carolla has put a lot of the material out
on the podcast. This ultimately holds it back from a 5 star rating.
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